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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe design work with 36 children aged 
9 and 10 in Bristol, United Kingdom. The design work was 
conducted using emerging mobile and wireless technology 
which has the potential to impact on the problematic issue of 
children’s access to, use of, and safety within the wider urban 
environment. A series of workshops are described in which 
children were encouraged to think about their use of an 
outdoor space before their introduction to the technology. 
The children designed and created “soundscapes” in the 
outdoor environment. The future potential impact of the 
technology on children’s spatial practice is discussed and the 
concept of children “tagging” environmental hazards is 
raised.  

ACM Classification 
K.4 (Computing Milieux) Computers and Society; K 4.m 
Miscellaneous 

Author Keywords: Children; mobility; safety; 
soundscapes; augmented reality; urban; design workshops 
 
INTRODUCTION 
‘A New Sense of Place?’ is a project which is exploring the 
potential of new mobile technologies to widen opportunities 
for children's play, education and mobility. The initiative is 
focusing on the implications and potentials of these new 
technologies in the lives of children. We are interested in how 
these technologies may impact on children’s spatial practice 
including their potential to enhance children’s safe and 
independent mobility, opportunities for outdoor play and 
educational potentials in urban settings. This initiative takes 
place within the context of an apparent crisis in the 

geographies of childhood, in that children’s access to various 
spaces and opportunities for ‘free’ play and independent 
mobility, particularly in urban areas, seem increasingly 
restricted.  

THE ‘CRISIS’ IN CHILDREN’S SPATIALITY  
Over the last three decades or so there has been increasing 
anxiety in western Europe about the conditions and status of 
modern childhood [4,13,15,38]. From certain perspectives it 
seems that childhood is under increasing pressure, being 
eroded [20], or even disappearing [32].  
These concerns are often expressed through visions of the 
child in problematic relations with urban environments [22]. 
This perhaps is inevitable given that ‘in Britain, the late 
modern private child (is) predominantly the city child’ [21]. 
As well as the pressures on childhood hinted at above, many 
urban environments clearly pose further issues of 
considerable concern in relation to childhood, such as traffic 
danger [14] and health risk, e.g. rises in levels of asthma [2]. 
These issues, when joined by other fears for the safety of 
urban children, particularly from ‘stranger danger’, and fear 
of other crime against, or even by, children, add up to a 
perceived crisis in urban childhood which has a strong spatial 
dimension.  
Claims such as - ‘fear has driven children from the street into 
their bedrooms’ [37] and children are now ‘not so much free-
range as battery-reared’ [27] – capture the basic tenor of this. 
Childhood has been driven from the streets and from public 
space to private space. Children are ‘trapped inside’ and 
‘minded out of their minds’[18].  
Aitken [1] shows how some parents employ a policy of 
constant surveillance of children even up to early teenage 
years while in any outdoor spaces. Furedi [12] and  Rayner 
[34] both point out the damage to children and childhood this 
‘paranoid parenting’ might be doing and call for parents to 
allow children to take more risks.  
Ward, in his seminal work The Child in the City, cites Paul 
Goodman’s declaration that ‘the city under modern 
conditions, can no longer be dealt with practically by 
children’ [39]. Connolly and Ennew’s [7] observation that ‘to 
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be a child outside adult supervision, visible on city centre 
streets, is to be out of place’ is a stark conclusion about the 
spatialities of much contemporary urban childhood. The state 
in the UK can now openly question whether (urban) parents 
are good parents if they don’t know where their children are 
and what they are doing at all times and have control over 
them.  
On closer inspection, children’s retreat from ‘the street’ or 
public urban space is a more uneven process and problematic 
idea [26,31]. In these accounts, the class, age, gender, ethnic 
background of children, and the type of urban area (e.g. 
suburb, estate, terraced housing) all affect children’s access to 
public space, along with the more micro-scale differences in 
household locations, structures and parental attitudes. But 
taken overall, reports and studies of children’s play 
opportunities such as McNeish and Roberts [27] show that 
ranges and patterns of many urban childhood spatialities are 
increasingly confined and/or controlled. Fotel and Thomsen 
[11] argue that the protection of children by monitoring them 
may be seen as a central characteristic of modern childhood 
and they discuss the technologies of surveillance including 
the use of the mobile telephone in child/parent negotiations of 
range of mobility. 
Each wave of technology subtly reconfigures childhood and 
its spatialities and child-adult interactions, but it is also 
important to see children as vital, unpredictable and still 
young beings at the heart of these. Lee’s [25] conclusion that 
‘childhood has not “disappeared”, it has rather become more 
complex and ambiguous’, seems to be a more balanced and 
useful position to take in relationship to childhood’s 
engagement with new technologies. 
In addition to the loss of development opportunities through 
less outdoor play, it may also be possible that a person's 
“sense of place” - that feeling of knowing a place, of being at 
home there, which is derived from accumulated experiences 
and memories will be eroded. In reducing the spatial practice 
of children might we also be damaging their engagement with 
the city and their later adult enjoyment of the places they live 
and work? 
 ‘A New Sense of Place?’ aims to ask if the emerging 
wearable technologies and the applications they may carry in 
the future can play a part in building these new 
community/child - environment relationships, and help 
reconfigure both the city as a whole and its neighbourhoods 
as accessible childhood spaces. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: A NEW SENSE OF PLACE?  
‘A New Sense of Place?’ 1  is a multi-disciplinary project 
which uses the appliances and infrastructure being developed 
by Mobile Bristol [29]. The purpose of Mobile Bristol is to 
provide an experimental test-bed for technology and user 

                                                           
1 Our title acknowledges Meyrowitz’s [28] work in this area and 

how he thought technologies would distance children from their 
sense of place. 

value research in pervasive mobile media, i.e. how it can be 
used to enhance the ways in which people experience and 
interact with their physical environment and with each other 
in urban and public spaces. 
‘A New Sense of Place?’ is interested in the spatial practices 
of children, i.e. their mobility, ranges, attitudes to and 
engagement with their environment, and whether and how 
emerging mobile and wireless technologies may integrate 
with, extend and develop those practices.  
‘A New Sense of Place?’ is not the only project working with 
these technologies and with children. Projects such as 
Ambient Wood [33] and Savannah [10] use closely related 
technology in that they are using mobile devices, location and 
context-sensing technology, and wireless networks. Both are 
designed to deliver innovative educational experiences, 
however their content is defined by the designers/educators. 
In Ambient Wood children are drawn into exploring a 
woodland habitat, while Savannah uses the framework of a 
game to teach a group of children to understand about an 
African savannah and then behave in that virtual environment 
as if they were a pride of lions. Where “A New Sense of 
Place” differs is in that it is a tool for the children to become 
creative producers, constructing soundscapes rather than 
experiencing digital information designed or provided for 
educational purposes.  
The Urban Tapestries [24] project uses similar software to 
enable self-authoring and digital augmentation of an urban 
space in London, but is currently designed for use by adults. 

THE TECHNOLOGY 
The application development software used for the 
soundscape creation in this project was an early version of the 
software being developed by Mobile Bristol [19] for use in a 
wide range of projects with a variety of collaborative 
partners, all investigating the potential application of the 
Mobile Bristol technology. What the experimental 
applications in Mobile Bristol hold in common is the idea of 
being part of a digital landscape in which digital content and 
applications overlay the physical landscape of our 
environment. This digital layer may be described as 
containing one or more mediascapes in which media files are 
played on the user devices, according to their location in the 
physical environment. This technology has been described by 
others working in this field as audio augmented reality 
[3,35], situated documentary [16], augmented reality [36] 
and context-aware [5]. We use the term soundscape as at the 
time of these workshops the system did not carry images, 
only audio files. 

 ‘A New Sense of Place?’ used both the first version of the 
software and the basic combination of handheld, gps sensor 
and headphones that made up the early set of hardware (as 
also used by the Savannah project). 

The soundscape edit tool on the handheld showed the 
children their gps-defined location when outdoors and mark 
that location as a preferred ‘spot’ for a sound in their 
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soundscape. They could then go back indoors to the school 
IT suite and edit the soundscape details on a PC, attach a 
URL of their sound to the marked position, and change the 
size, location, shape and colour of the screen representation 
of the zone where the sound would play when they walked 
back outdoors. They could also choose to make the sound 
loop, and overlap up to three sounds to trigger in the same 
place. 
 

 
Figure 1. Example of table interface on pc to edit soundscapes 

 
Installing a wireless network at the school for the purposes of 
the project allowed the children to be able to mark up the 
space when outdoors in the environment as well as having the 
comfort of working in a familiar environment with the editing 
software installed on the networked PCs in the school IT 
suite. 
 
THE WORKSHOPS 
An initial two day workshop [23, 40] had been held indoors 
with the same version of the Mobile Bristol software and a 
different group of children. The main technical difference 
with the indoor session was in the use of ultrasonic location 
sensors rather than gps. The children’s feedback on potential 
applications for the technology had been positive, and 
encouraged further research, which led to the workshops 
discussed in this paper. This next stage aimed to enable a 
group of children to experiment in an outdoor environment in 
a series of facilitated workshops over a longer period than 
two days. The research objective of the workshop series was 
to elicit the children’s views on the potential value of the 
technology in terms of their spatial practices and mobility in 
the wider environment. They would be able to explore the 
potential of the technology through creating soundscapes and 
to comment on the wider potential through a variety of 
exercises and discussion. 
This phase of the project was undertaken in Old Chapel Park, 
a piece of open land with grass, bushes and varied terrain, 
adjacent to Ashton Gate Primary School, Bristol, U.K. The 
team approached this primary school with a request to work 
with a class over a sustained period of time. The school was 
selected because it had a suitable piece of outdoor space (Old 
Chapel Park) which was not a formal playground, and was 

close enough to facilitate easy access, albeit supervised by 
adults at all times. The head teacher and other staff were open 
to the disruption of the project and were keen for the children 
to experience the new technology. It was agreed with the 
school that a series of ten facilitated workshops would be held 
one day a week from May-July 2003.  

 
Figure 2. Ashton Gate Primary School with Old Chapel Park 

to the right of the school. 

The workshops were with a mixed gender class of 36 children 
aged 9 &10. The class was split into two groups of 18. One 
group worked in the morning and one in the afternoon, with 
the same workshop content for each group. This was an 
attempt to keep numbers manageable. Within each larger 
group the children worked in friendship pairs although, due to 
an absence, there were 16 soundscape design pairs and a 
group of three.  
The workshops were designed and facilitated by the research 
team. The children’s class teacher was present as the school 
had to comply with child-protection guidelines, but this was 
also useful on the occasions when she could clarify and 
explain some of our questions to the children. 
The series of workshops was designed as a three-phase 
process in which the first phase would not raise the issue of 
technology with the children but would ask them to explore 
and engage with the space of Old Chapel Park. The second 
phase would begin with the introduction of the technology 
and be followed by the children creating their own 
soundscapes. The third phase would then ask the children 
about the potential value of the technology and its 
implications for their mobility and spatial practice. 

Research Questions 
A series of research questions were developed for this 
particular set of workshops: 
Phase 1. Engaging with the physical space 
• How do children describe a physical space? 
• Which areas, objects and concepts e.g. relationships, 

locations, & orientations are important to them? 
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• How do children use that environment? 
• What do they do there, with whom, what memories do 

they have, what feelings do they associate with the 
space? 

Phase 2  Engaging with the technology 
• How do the children engage with the technology to 

create “soundscapes”? 
• What sort of soundscapes will the children create and for 

whom? 
• What is the relationship between the soundscape and its 

physical location? 
Phase 3 Engaging with the wider environment 
• What potential use of the technology do children 

perceive? 
The rationale for these linked questions was based on a need 
to explore the children’s feelings about and use of a space 
they are familiar with. It was felt important to map the 
“granularity” or detail of those parts of the space significant 
to children without the potentially distorting or distracting 
presence of the technology.  
Once these perspectives had been explored the technology 
was introduced to the children, resulting in much excitement 
on their part. By having spent some time exploring the space 
prior to the introduction of the technology it was hoped that 
the children’s design work on their soundscapes might relate 
more authentically to their use of the space rather than simply 
be a response to a new plaything. We then thought that 
having enabled the children free rein in their design of a 
soundscape within a space they were familiar with, their 
discussion on the potential of the technology might better 
reflect a grounding in their locality and their everyday lives.  
 
Phase 1. Engaging with the physical space 
The workshops began with three weeks exploration of the 
space without reference to the technology, to understand the 
existing relationship between the children and Old Chapel 
Park. The creative exercises included various forms of 
personal “memory maps” of Old Chapel Park; exploring the 
space and its associated feelings and memories. Another 
activity was a blindfold walk, in which one child led another 
wearing a blindfold around the space to enhance non-visual 
senses, the idea being to get them to think about the space in 
terms of the sounds they could hear, the tactility of the ground 
underfoot, and their emotional response to all this. The 
children drew maps and drawings of past events and 
suggested future ideas to change the space.  
Each activity was designed with an objective and a plan and 
an adult facilitator. Data capture was through individual 
personal A4 logbooks for each child in which they drew their 
perspective on the space and their memories of it. The 
children were told that the purpose of the logbooks was so 
that the team could understand their ideas clearly. They were 

asked to put their names on the logbook and to date all 
entries. The logbooks were left in the school and they were 
allowed access to them is they wanted to. It is clear however 
that they did not amend or conduct mapping work or later 
design work in their logbooks between sessions. In addition 
A4 and A3 outlines of Old Chapel Park were provided for the 
children to draw on and these were stapled into the logbooks. 
Analysis of the maps showed that all but two of the children 
drew their map of the space from a “birds-eye” view 
demonstrating a good understanding of spatial relationships 
of features within the space. In addition we videoed the 
children on the blindfold walk and made notes of our 
observations.  
It became clear that the space we had chosen to work in was a 
rich source of memories for the children, and of communal 
memory of events that had happened through their school 
years, such as summer fetes, and outdoor lessons. Their 
mapping of the space was fine-grained including features that 
an adult might not notice for instance – a bare patch 
indicating a previous barbeque fire. There was excitement at 
using the physical space, and especially at being given 
permission to use part of the area (an area of hardstanding 
obscured by bushes “where teenagers played” also called by 
some of them “ the forbidden zone”) that was normally out of 
bounds to them, so we were working with an area that was 
partly unexplored and one that was very familiar. In talking 
with them there was a real sense of place for them in Old 
Chapel Park despite its rather ordinary appearance to an 
adult. 
There was a difference between what the children said they 
liked about Old Chapel Park and how they physically used it, 
for example the bushes were an integral feature of most of the 
maps and drawings. The children said they wanted them 
removed to create more space for games, but one of their 
favourite activities was to try and get through the bushes. A 
detailed analysis of the “memory maps” was conducted which 
shows that vegetation was by far the most frequently 
appearing entity in the memory maps. This is of interest in 
interface design as maps, a common interface for location 
based services, do not normally feature vegetation, and 
certainly not at the level of detail which interested the 
children.  
This work took place in Old Chapel Park itself and in the 
informal space of the school library. For the next phase the 
work moved to the school IT suite and Old Chapel Park. 
 
Phase 2. Engaging with the technology 
The children’s introduction to the technology was initially 
with no explanation as to what the technology was for or did. 
The children were told it was new technology and that we 
were interested in their views about it. Each pair was 
presented with a bag attached to a set of headphones that they 
had to share, and told to walk around in Old Chapel Park and 
listen.  
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Figure 3. Children using the technology for the first time 

They were then able to experience a pre-made soundscape, 
and to discuss what it was and its possibilities. The simple 
soundscape was made up of five sounds that had been chosen 
as representative of different genres of sound: birdsong, 
children playing, music, thunder, wolf howl.  
 

 
Figure 4. This shows the introductory soundscape that the 

children heard. The small dot in the top dark circle represents 
the gps location of the user, the small square dots represent the 

corners of Old Chapel Park, the slightly larger square 
represents the gate 

 
Some of the children interpreted these five unrelated sounds 
as being a narrative, or as being sounds of the past that were 
left somehow in the space. 
The technology was then explained to the children and, 
following discussion about wireless networks and global 
positioning satellites, and work on mapping the vagaries of  
signal strengths in Old Chapel Park, the children were given a 
demonstration of the authoring software. It was then 
explained that the children were going to be able to plan, 
design and create their own soundscapes for the space. They 
would also be able to make basic sound recordings of 
themselves or their environment to include in their 
soundscape. They were told that they could create whatever 

they wanted, to think about the audience for their soundscape, 
and that they could choose for it to be private if they wanted. 
They were all shown how to create passwords so only they 
and their partner could edit the soundscape.  
The children were able to use the screen interface to mark 
location on the authoring software on the handhelds with 
ease, and also grasped the editing interface on the networked 
PCs within the first workshop that they used it in. Adult 
facilitators (at a ratio of one per two pairs of children) were 
on hand to answer queries or to remind the children how to 
conduct design tasks using the software, although this ratio 
proved insufficient at times. This was mainly due to the time-
consuming editing and transfer of sound files between 
recording devices and pc, as this was the most potentially 
confusing part of the process. Once sounds had been recorded 
and edited to the satisfaction of the children, they were easily 
added to a location in the authoring software and adjusted e.g. 
with regard to the size of the area, the colour, shape, whether 
the sound looped. 

 
Figure 5. Testing the sounds in Old Chapel Park 

Soundscape design workshops were spread out over a period 
of four weeks to allow reflection between and the chance to 
plan, build and develop ideas. This was important, as shown 
by changes they made to their soundscapes and the 
preparations made by the children e.g. thinking about sounds 
they wanted to use and bringing in the relevant CDs. They 
were keen to listen to (and use if possible) each other’s sets of 
sounds, and compare work and the choices they had made. 
They were able to view and hear each others soundscapes 
when moving around Old Chapel Park and some were 
deemed good enough to be recommended to others. They 
enjoyed the opportunity to record themselves singing or 
talking. 
 
The Soundscapes 
All the pairs and the group of three produced a soundscape, a 
total of 17. The soundscapes were analysed and their content 
documented. The number of sounds used in the soundscapes 
ranged from 5-23. The type of sounds used were: recorded 
voice (10/17), recorded song (9/17 i.e. the children recorded 
themselves singing pop songs), commercial music (16/17) 
and used or made sound effects (13/17). 
We introduced the idea of bringing CDs of music into school 
and creating copies of tracks to place in the soundscapes. 
This became the main content of some of the soundscapes: 
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the soundscape as a new medium for the music of Busted and 
Eminem, for example and also demonstrated to us the power 
of peer influence in this group as music was often copied.  
The groups were asked to identify an audience for their 
soundscapes and the main stated intended audience for all the 
soundscapes were their friends and peers, although this might 
be stated as, for example, “anyone over seven years old”. 
 

 
Figure 6. An example of one pair’s soundscape design “are 

satlight map” on the handheld screen 
 

The content is perhaps indicated by the titles the children 
gave them. While two were simply called by the initials of 
their makers, the rest were more imaginatively titled including 
Serious Sounds, Secret Sounds, Evil Footsteps, Horrible 
Sounds, Wicked Sounds Init! ,Sounds of the Future, Secret 
Super Wood.  
 
Relationship to physical landscape 
In the initial design and planning stages some of the sounds 
are linked to physical landscape, e.g. sounds mapped to the 
bushes or the gate. The bushes are often a place to locate 
potentially ‘scary’ sounds such as screams or growls, whereas 
the gate is a place that everyone must pass through to enter 
Old Chapel Park, but is not seen as a frightening space in the 
physical landscape so does not have that ‘scary’ association. 
Although one child deliberately located a loud sound on the 
gate as he knew that everyone would have to pass through it 
to enter the park. The gate is also a landmark on the handheld 
screen, where the four corners and gate of Old Chapel Park 
are the only marks on the blank canvas, so it is an easy place 
to pinpoint and mark even when inside and editing.  
The children’s designs changed between the planning and 
execution stages. Whether it was due to peer influence, 
conversations and awareness of other’s choices of sounds or 
inability to create or find the planned sounds, in the final 
designs there is limited realization of planned links between 
physical characteristics and virtual sounds. It could be said 
that the virtual soundscapes were remote from the physical 
space in that they simply occurred within it and there were 
little or no connection or relationship or linkages. There were 

no examples of the children changing the physical space to 
augment the virtual soundscape. This was not suggested to 
the children as we were interested in seeing whether they 
would decide to augment the soundscapes with physical 
signage. It may be that the school setting inhibited making 
obvious changes to the physical space. In our first workshop 
[23] the children augmented the physical space with written 
messages and signs, something perhaps that was easier to do 
in an indoor space. 
Some pairs took wireless signal strength onto account when 
designing their soundscape and located their sounds 
accordingly. It is possible to correlate some soundscape 
designs to the wireless signal strength mapping that they did 
as a group in one of the workshop sessions.  
The children watched the screen often as they moved around, 
and enjoyed trying to steer the little dot that represented their 
position into the circles that represented sounds, rather than 
just using the headphones and coming across sounds. They 
soon developed a way of dealing with times when the 
location sensing stopped working. On these occasions, they 
would use the handheld’s pen tool to activate the sounds 
while standing in the approximate location according to the 
on-screen map. They ‘learnt’ to do this through copying the 
troubleshooting actions of the technical support team.  
There was an opportunity at the end of the workshops for the 
children to show their work to the wider school and parents. 
The way the children designed the soundscape was within 
their own cultural and peer interests, and moved towards 
being akin to a performance for friends, perhaps more 
obviously where the children recorded their own voices 
singing their own versions rather than use the commercial 
tracks on CD. 
 
Phase 3. Engaging with the wider environment 
This workshop activity began once the soundscape creation 
activity was underway and was motivated by the primary 
objective of “A New Sense of Place” – the extent to which 
these technologies could help children extend their mobility 
and to engage more widely and more safely with their 
environment.  
An essential part of the process of thinking about this was 
what we refer to as the “Big Map” exercise, a non-technical 
session half way through the workshops asking the children 
what they would do if they could broaden the area of the 
pervasive technology that they had been using.  
Each pair of children was given an A0 size colour Ordnance 
Survey, scale 1:1250 OS MasterMap® of their area, centred 
on the area around their school and Old Chapel Park. They 
were asked to annotate their maps with post-it notes for the 
following activities 
• identify their own landmarks and important places they 

go to on or off map, annotate them as to whether it was a 
place that they liked or disliked 
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• identify and locate sounds they hear in the environment 
that they associate with a particular place 

• think about where they would like to add virtual sounds 
to the physical landscape if they could use the technology 
anywhere outside Old Chapel Park  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Post-it notes transcribed into ArcGIS™, showing a 
section of the “Big Map”, OS MasterMap® 

Analysis of the Big Maps was carried out using ArcGIS™, a 
software tool that allows the annotation of maps from a 
database for any selected point. This was used as a way of 
capturing the annotated maps that the children produced, and 
allowed relationships to be identified between such variables 
as gender, type of place, and choice of type of sounds to place 
there, e.g. natural or created sound, commercial music. We 
could also take the data and produce maps and show which 
points or places were mentioned most e.g. the football 
stadium, the park, the school, e.g. by creating a 3D extruded 
map based on the number of times that landmark or location 
is referred to or augmented. Figure 6 shows the sounds that 
the children would place in their local park. The sounds have 
been taken from post-its placed on the map during the 
exercise. Some are not obviously related to the characteristics 
of the physical space. 
Following these three sets of activity with the “Big Map”, in 
the last workshop, the children were interviewed in small 
groups and asked their views about the potential of the 
wireless technology. The interviews were videoed and 
transcribed. 2 

In the following extract from the transcriptions, a group of 
two girls and two boys are suggesting what the technology 
could be used for. It is notable that their suggestions go 
beyond their own designs for soundscapes, which did not 

                                                           
2 The majority of children’s parents granted permission for 
filming and photography for research purposes i.e. conference 
papers, presentations and journals. 

address issues of safety, messaging or tracking, and suggests 
that the children have been reflecting on the potential of the 
technology to change their spatial practices and give them 
more mobility in the wider environment: 
I you might go down a small alley and if you were 

listening to the sounds you might hear something, you 
might hear a warning that you might find people who 
might drink or, people who were on drugs, that sort of 
thing, and it could tell you where places are safe to 
go, by yourself 

L and it's a good place for memory stuff, like the things 
you need to remember walking around, and you go 
into a circle, what if its like, remember to be home at 
6 for your tea and stuff like that. You could change 
the sounds 

D it could be, it could be like a new way of keeping up 
with your children. You could have like a tracking 
device on it and you could load it in to a pc and your 
so like your parents could track their children to 
make sure they don’t go anywhere 

S or have a copy of it and every time you hear the sound 
you know like if it… 

L you know where they are 
S …was butterflies wings fluttering you know which 

place it is so it might be in a certain shop or 
something. 

This short discussion also reveals that, for these children at 
this age, the concept of being tracked by the technology is not 
something they reject, but possibly welcome. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Design work in schools is subject to difficulty due to the 
school setting and the embedded power relations between 
adults and children [9]. The role of the research team as 
facilitators was to introduce the workshops and run the 
exercises, to help the children take responsibility for their 
work and to have confidence in themselves. This approach 
required trust to be developed as they had not met us before 
(as evidenced by their relative quietness during the first 
session, possibly also due to the presence of the teacher). It is 
probably the case that we could not escape the implication of 
running the sessions in school during school times and that 
some of the children’s work may have been motivated by a 
desire to please the adults.  
The team worked to avoid this by emphasising the 
importance of the children in the research process. We sought 
and valued their views. Using Druin’s typology of design 
roles [8] the children’s role as informants about the future 
potential for the technology was deepened by the preliminary 
activity in which they engaged with the physical space and 
were given full creative responsibility for their own 
soundscapes. By giving the children ownership of the design 
activity their informant role was taken thoughtfully and 
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seriously by all the children. The extension of the workshops 
over ten weeks did mean that, when we came to interview 
them about the potential role of the technology in their wider 
lives, they had a fuller experience of them and had discussed 
them between themselves. This was reinforced by the 
continuity in the presence of the facilitators and a growth in 
their trust that we respected their opinions.  

The problem for the team is that the infrastructure does not 
exist to conduct this work in the wider environment outside 
the school. Indeed the team’s work is taking place in order to 
influence the shape and use of such an emerging 
infrastructure and whether and how it might be developed to 
be of value to children. 

The team’s work in this area faces an ethical dilemma. If our 
interests are in the impact of these technologies on children’s 
spatial practice then they should, at some point, enable adult-
free exploration of the technology within the urban 
environment over time. Such work would immediately raise 
issues of children’s safety and so our work has, to date, been 
conducted through adult-supported workshops which 
introduce the children to technology and, through a series of 
activities, seek their views on the technology and its 
application. 

In terms of the soundscape design the children all 
conceptualised, designed, planned and created soundscapes, 
regardless of ability. Soundscapes are an attractive and 
exciting idea for them, which they would like to see spread 
through their environment, both indoor in their personal 
space, and outdoors, perhaps as a way of creating a personal 
space to share.  

 In terms of the children’s role as informants for the future 
potential of the technologies, applications to support mobility 
and safety received favourable comments from the children. 
They were not a feature of the soundscapes in Old Chapel 
Park, perhaps because mobility is not an issue in a confined 
‘safe’ enclosed space, especially one that is only used by 
them during the course of school-related activities and 
therefore is always under the supervision of at least one adult 
in a position of authority. Safety issues did feature in the Big 
Map session, where the children suggested a variety of 
warnings and instructions to be part of the virtual landscape. 
Some locations were singled out as being unpleasant in some 
way, or dangerous, suggesting that soundscapes could be 
useful for expressing children’s concerns or for ‘hazard 
tagging’ applications. 

Hazard tagging is an idea that came out of the ‘A New Sense 
of Place?’ project, and could be a very interesting application 
of soundscape technology. Examples of hazard tagging used 
by the children include ‘do not go in river’ and ‘warning 
message’ for the site of a smelly tannery. These types of 
sound tags could be developed by children (or adults) to 
provide notes to others where there might be a danger such as 
busy roads, icy surfaces in winter, or large lorries emerging 
suddenly out of an entrance. Alternatively they might be 

replaced by auditory icons which users or parents could set to 
age-related levels of “hazard”. One value of hazard tagging 
could be for children to comment on places in their local 
neighbourhood that cause them worry or concern. They could 
mark out alleyways or subways that they are worried about 
going down because it is dark in winter time, or they feel 
vulnerable there and out of sight. They could mark out road 
crossing points where they were nearly hit by a car, or that 
they use frequently, but that do not have proper pedestrian 
lights, or they could point out parks where there are a lot of 
broken bottles and litter. If these types of hazard tags are 
made public by children, they could provide a valuable 
resource for planners and local authorities alike to take on 
board children’s concerns and feedback regarding their local 
environment, and act to change or enhance it.  

Hazard tagging need not be the only wireless content that 
urban space designers might want to be aware of. For 
example, if children place a large number of music tracks, or 
comments about particular sport or leisure activities, as 
wireless sound tags in one part of their local neighbourhood, 
this could be a pointer to planners that this is a place that is 
enjoyed by children, and use the soundscapes to inspire a 
theme for a new landscape or architectural design, or an art 
installation. That art installation could be yet another 
soundscape that draws upon the informal virtual sound 
content already in that place. 

Fotel and Thomsen [11] have discussed the role of 
technology in the negotiation between parents and children 
over where they are allowed to go on their own. During the 
workshop discussions it was clear that mobile phone 
ownership in this age group is closely tied to parental 
purchases, and motivated by parental and child desires for 
parents to be able to contact their children when they have 
gone out alone or with others. Children stated that they were 
only able to go out if they took their mobile, and related the 
use of these to the potential use of handhelds. With the new 
generation of mobile phones, tracking and surveillance 
technology is already on the market [6,30]. Such single 
purpose technology may not however have the same impact 
on children’s spatial practices as the Mobile Bristol 
architecture where a common infrastructure enables multiple 
applications based on device location including socially 
driven applications.  

If such an infrastructure could be established with the 
convergence of telephone and location based services it 
should enable, through child oriented, fine grained and 
personalized mapping interfaces, self-authored digital 
landscapes which, in the hands of children, could create a 
socially vibrant digital landscape. At present the technology is 
too expensive to become ubiquitous for children. When we 
asked them how much such technology would have to cost 
before they felt they would not be potential victims of 
robbery they discussed the question and came back with an 
answer of 50 pence (half one pound sterling). We are 
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therefore some way off before we see such technologies in 
the hands of the majority of children.  

As we conducted this work we also realised that major 
changes in the relationship between children and the urban 
environment will still require an emphasis on the design and 
management of the physical environment. With these 
technologies however the prospect of a physical and digital 
co-design of urban spaces opens up. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The workshop has enabled children to conceptualize the 
digital augmentation of physical space and to self-author 
within an outdoor space. A window of opportunity exists to 
influence the shape of emerging technology infrastructures 
and the use to which they can be put and the team wishes to 
ensure that the issue of child mobility and engagement with 
the urban environment is on the agenda.  
The team is now planning further work with a smaller group 
of these children and their use of the wider city spaces now 
being connected up in the Mobile Bristol infrastructure.  
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